Members of the Class of 2003 who received distinction in research

Biological Sciences: Biochemistry
Chad A Galloway
Lisa Johns
Rebecca Kathryn Montange

Biological Sciences: Ecology And Evolutionary Biology
Katherine M. Lander

Biological Sciences: Microbiology
Andrew David Berti
Hetal Mahendra Patel
Stephen Joseph Salipante

Biological Sciences: Neuroscience
Matthew Aaron Tremblay

Brain And Cognitive Sciences
Matthew Lee Hall
David William Mccolgin

Geological Sciences
Kathleen Elizabeth Bailey
Peter C. Lippert **
Allyson O’kane **

Economics
Gary B. Deutsch
Laura Marie Kilday

English
Scott Douglas Challener
Charlotte Anne Cline
Elizabeth Lucy Conway
Candace Marie Curran
Suzanne Elizabeth Decker
Victoria Helen Goode
Timothy Matthew Green
David Chandler Howland
Paul Jerry Linczak
Sabrina Marie May
Katherine Marthe Mcgraw
James Anthony Messina
David Christopher Morris
Dianne Elia Patterson
Kali Michelle Quinn
Andrew J. Rosenthal
Alison Henstrand Schroth
Erez Abraham Solomon
Lindsay Reed Walton
Erin Kathryn Zahradnik
Arielle Myers Zibrak

Health And Society
Bridget Kathleen Cougevan
Michael Geoffrey Katz
Kathryn Lee Komaridis
Jonathan Michael Tan

History
Joshua Ross Blumenfeld
Corinne Marie Carpenter
Kathleen Bridget Casey
Michael Andrew Egolf
Emily Ruth Fletcher
Katherine Marie Kaminski
Letty Laskowski
Dave M. Rudy

Linguistics
Douglas L. Ball

Modern Languages and Cultures (MLC):
MLC Comparative Literature
Jeffrey Clayton Dubois **

MLC French
Jessica Denise Burt **
Francine P. Chow **
Elizabeth Aphrodite Morphis **
Lindsey Anne Wood **

MLC German
Kristin Ann Dickinson **
Michele Ann Krugh **

Music
Daniel Mark Dipaolo
Victoria Marie Saah *

Political Science
Kara Weeks DeSantis **
Sudhir N. Shenoy *

Psychology
Michael Seidman Axler *
Suzanne Elizabeth Decker *
Dara Ilene Faden *
Susan Elise Klassen
Joan Elizabeth Knihnicki **
Grace Kong *
Rachel Elizabeth Morrisseyott *
Christopher Peter Niemiec **
Arathi Rajendran
Micheal Joseph Reiter *
Amy E. Rodrigues *
Kristyn Ann Saveliev
Flint Mark Edward Spitler *
Teresa Mary Tygert **
Donald Anthony Young

Religion
Scott Douglas Challener
Paul Marie Jacques Gelbard
William E. Moore
Katrina Susan O’Neil
Sarah Anne Otto
David Michael Schneider

Note: A single asterisk (*) denotes high honors in research; a double asterisk (**) denotes highest honors in research.

These names were provided as per the Registrar’s office. Departments not listed acknowledge outstanding scholarship via alternate methods.